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Practical cookbook with quick, easy recipes for the woman who doesn't have all day to cook.

I was given this book for Christmas one year when I was young and newly married. I tried many of

the recipes, which are simple and don't require expensive and unusual ingredients. Everything I

made turned out good. I especially like the feature that highlights make-ahead recipes. I spent many

Saturdays making dishes to put in the freezer, and it sure was nice to use them on those busy

workdays when there was little time to cook. My favorite recipe is the chicken pot pie recipe, which

is a double recipe. I can tell you right now you won't be able to put both pies in the freezer, because

it smells and tastes so delectable you'll have to serve one the day you make it! About 4 years ago, I

went through a divorce and a move and lost my copy. So many things got left behind, that I really

didn't miss it at first. Then, one day before Christmas, my grown son called me and asked for the

recipe for spiced tea, another family favorite, and I realized it was in this book. I decided to look for it

on , found it, ordered it and now get to try out all those great recipes again. This is not a book of

fancy restaurant-style dishes. It is down-home practical cooking for busy people. I look forward to

using it for years to come.

I had this cook book years ago. I lost the book, and searched to reorder it. There is only one recipe



in it that I cared about? The rest of the book isn't anything special. But, the Hot Buttered Rum mix is

FABULOUS! Best ever. Worth the price just for it!

Book arrived in perfect condition. Recipes good for today. Will be cooking from it.

Just like another reviewer wrote, I was also given this cookbook when I was a young mom. I did

cook a lot of recipes out of this book, and they were all very good and very simple. Recently, my

daughter called and asked me for the recipe for the curried chicken that I used to make. Well, it was

in this cookbook, which I threw away last year because I didn't think I would use it again, or though I

would find the recipes online. No such luck. I'm going to buy a used version today so that I can find

some of my old favorite recipes.

Had trouble finding this book..Happy with this cookbook
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